Building the bridges to bioinformatics in nutrition research.
Like other life sciences, nutrition science can benefit enormously from the techniques of bioinformatics. In this article, the steps necessary to enable bioinformatic approaches in nutrition research are outlined, from the short-range goal of immediately making data available in ad hoc author-defined formats to the longer range goals of full standardization of nutrition experiments and migration of all experimental data into databases. Several examples of what will be possible for nutrition researchers in this new paradigm are described. Ultimately, nutrition data can be continually recycled to reinvestigate existing hypotheses and to generate new hypotheses that would not have been conceivable at the time of the original experiments. The standardization of experimental designs and the conversion of nutrition data into a machine-readable format will bring about a renaissance in nutrition research, accelerating the ability of investigators to discover the implications of nonessential nutrients and food components, and enable the study of complex metabolic interactions in human health and disease.